OFF THE RACK

www.travel3sixty.com

BREAKING THE MOULD
This month, we take a look at fashion pieces that are in a league of their own.

Business Front
Dockers has always
been on the forefront
of business casual, and
their latest Clean Khaki
introduces a new take
on a classic. The Clean
Khaki pants come in three
diﬀerent cuts for the
modern business setting
– Slim, Slim Tapered and
Extra Slim. Dockers' nowrinkle technology keeps
professionals looking
sharp while on the go.

Double It Up

Keep the glare out
of your eyes on your
travels with these stylish
folding sunglasses from AirAsia’s BIG Duty Free.
Featuring full-UV protection and a foldable
frame, Aviator's compact aviators are a stylish
and practical item that fits right in your pocket.

Have your purchases delivered to your seat
(on selected flights) when you pre-book duty
free products from bigdutyfree.com

www.facebook.com/dockers.my

Up To Speed

The iconic Omega
Speedmaster sees
an update in its
new 38mm timepiece, which incorporates
stainless steel and 18K Sedna Gold into its
design. Nicknamed ‘Cappuccino’, its coﬀee
and cream shades make for an elegant
colour scheme. Other attractive features
include the Speedmaster’s diamondrimmed bezel and its tachymeter (a
function that measures speed) insert.
www.omegawatches.com
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Layer
By
Layer
Go outerwearcrazy with
TOD’s SS17
Women’s
Collection. Its
biker jackets
and pea coats
showcase the
brand’s finest
craftsmanship,
with a wide
range of
mini dresses,
t-shirts, and
shoes to
complement
key pieces.
www.tods.com

DENIMANIA
Fancy a foray into raw
denim? Here are some
great brands that carry
great jeans for both
men and women.

A.P.C This French
fashion label leans
towards minimalist
designs, and its jeans
are no diﬀerent.
The New Standards
model is the brand’s
mainstay design, with a
unisex cut to suit both
genders.www.apc.fr

Eye For Eyewear

Get your shade
game on with
a new pair of
sunglasses from Kate Spade’s Spring 2017
collection. The signature square-shaped frames
of the Krystalyn sunglasses come in hues of
ochre, ivory, brown and black. www.katespade.com
NUDIE Also
predominantly unisex,
Nudie jeans are wellknown for their trendy
cuts. Models such as the
Thin Finn and Slim Jim
are the mainstays of the
brand. www.nudiejeans.com

Show Your
Stripes
Stand out with Gucci's
new cotton jersey
jacket that comes
embroidered with
a tiger appliqué.
This slim-cut jacket
with a two-buttoned
closure provides a
sleek, contemporary
silhouette for the
modern man. The
yellow tape lining and
buttons enamelled
in bee prints add to
the detailing on this
stunning piece.
www.gucci.com

Futuristic
Casuals
Iris, the latest footwear by Melissa, is one of the
featured pieces in the brand’s new collaboration with
Brazilian designer Vitorino Campos. The futuristic flats
with a touch of sportiness are available in white, black
and dark blue. Featured in Campos’ show during Sao
Paolo Fashion Week, Iris flats are now available for
purchase in stores or at www.mdreams.com.my

IMOGENE & WILLIE
This American denim
brand oﬀers a wide
selection of silhouettes
to choose from, with
their signature cuts
being the brand’s
namesake – Willie for
men, and Imogene
for women.
www.imogeneandwillie.com
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